MEN’S PRODUCTS SUCCESS STORIES
5.0 out of 5 stars This worked for us!!
Reviewed in the United States on May 26, 2020
Verified Purchase
We tried to conceive for 1 1/2 years. For most of that time, I worked closely with an ob/gyn to
regulate my cycles with pcos and to make sure I was ovulating. Gradually, my cycles became
more regular, but we still could not get pregnant. My husband then went to a reproductive
urologist and we found that his count was between 1-2 million and had low motility. I bought
this for him after googling and then reading reviews, and the ingredients matched the main
vitamins that his urologist had recommended.
He started taking the pills regularly and then on the 3rd month of him taking the pills... We
were shocked to find out that I got pregnant!! I had an uncomplicated pregnancy and delivery,
and now our son is 1 year old. There was a time when I thought it might never happen for us.
For us, I can say that this helped us to start our family. We’re just so thankful that we tried this.
5.0 out of 5 stars It worked!
Reviewed in the United States on May 26, 2020
Verified Purchase
I really hate to put out false hope because i'm not 100% certain this is what helped, but it did.
We were going to start IVF and doctor recommended Fertilaid for a month first, so husband
was taking and that same month we conceived naturally after only a few weeks of being on
fertilaid. We have been trying for 18mths.. not sure if all the credit is due to Fertilaid but it was
the only change!! Worth a shot for the money!
5.0 out of 5 stars Baby is on the way
Reviewed in the United States on May 17, 2020
Verified Purchase
Ok i'll be honest with you I really don't know if this is the reason why or nor but baby is on the
way wohooo
So let's talk facts , we have been trying for about 9 months, my wife started freaking out asking
me to go and see a doctor, i really didn't want to be in "that" situation therefore i consented to
get this FertileAid, (I have always been told that before 12 months of trying it is not worth
panicking, but to be honest after 6 months I started to think a bit about "what if").
Anyway i got this on the 10th month (October) (beginning of it), and according to my
understanding it should do its magic the month later (somewhere in November) ...
Now i don't know if I fell into the 12 months statistics or this is the one that made it happen,
however the second week of December we had the great news no more periods baby was a

reality.
Alright, just came here to share my little story .... we're still waiting ... due date in August
WOHOOO
5.0 out of 5 stars No doubt, it works.
Reviewed in the United States on May 12, 2020
Verified Purchase
I’m a firm believer! After trying without success for a year, we decided to try this out. I received
my order on April 17 and started taking them immediately. I took the recommended amount 3
a day but I took them all at the same time before bed. The sperm takes on a different shape
and whiter color and consistency when taking this. I missed a couple of doses but made up for it
the next morning when I did. Less than a month later, on the 12th of May we got our positive
test! Use this along with prayer and faith.
5.0 out of 5 stars Used for 2 months and worked after 3 years of no luck
Reviewed in the United States on April 29, 2020
Verified Purchase
We have been trying to conceive for 3 years. After a year of trying with no luck, Our first test
was on sperm count and though motility was slightly slower than normal, we were told
everything should still work. After 2.5 years of nothing decided this couldn't hurt and it was way
cheaper than in vitro. After taking for 2 months my wife is now pregnant. So thankful and hope
this helps others out there as well!
5.0 out of 5 stars Does it work? My story after using it
Reviewed in the United States on March 28, 2020
Verified Purchase
Im the type of person that doesn't really believe in products such as this one, so i want to be
completely honest while reviewing it because it changed my life as of yesterday. My wife and i
have been together for 6 years. I met her when i turned 20 years old today i am 26. For the past
4 years we have been trying to get pregnant because i am the last boy in my family to keep my
last name alive. In the past four years we could not conceive, it became very depressing and it
was too expensive to take any other route. We argued so much upon this topic. Out of options i
decided to do some research and i found Fertilaid, i purchased it and the motility boost the
beginning of this year 2020 I stuck to the plan of daily pills for a month and then stopped taking
them because i stopped believing. I just thought we couldnt do it. It is March of 2020 now and i
came home from work , tired from all the stress due to the covid-19 crisis. My wife came to me
and showed me two digital pregnancy test with the words “pregnant” i was speechless i really
thought it was a lost cause for us to have a child and this happens. So i waited till the next

morning for her to take another one, positive results again . I prayed that night , thanking god
for-everything . So my message to those who are thinking about trying this, just do it, 40-60
bucks can probably change your life too, i dont know if it was the pills or a miracle but i do the
moment you give up , youll regret it. I hope this review was helpful
Goodluck to all
5.0 out of 5 stars I totally believe in this product.
Reviewed in the United States on December 17, 2019
Verified Purchase
My husband had been diagnosed with low motility, the doctors gave us several very expensive
options on how to help us conceive. However I was very determined to not go that route unless
absolutely necessary. So I do what I always do! Find a low cost solution. I did online research to
find natural products that boost sperm. I also researched plenty of supplements that would do
the same. I looked on amazon for the highest rated products for male sperm enhancement and
this happened to be one of the ones I preferred because of the reviews. Now what I need
everyone who is TTC (trying time conceive) to know is that technically it takes 90 days for
healthy sperm to be created. So it won’t happen overnight you have to be diligent and make
sure he takes them everyday. Make sure your eggs are up to par too!! I was taking folic acid and
prenatal vitamins as well and clocking my ovulation days with the $20 Amazon ovulation kit.
Sure enough we have our positive after 2 years of fertility clinics. 2 years of tears. Asking why
we couldn’t be like other couples who were having baby after baby. 2 years of feeling
absolutely worthless and all it took was EXACTLY 3 months, of following our own regimen
(stated above). This is not only a review this is a testimony. Praying for everyone who is TTC.
Wishing baby dust on you all. Try this method!!!

5.0 out of 5 stars It worked for us!!
Reviewed in the United States on August 19, 2019
Verified Purchase
Let me start out by saying, both my Fiancé and I had our doubts/uncertainties about why we
weren’t conceiving. We weren’t aggressively trying, nor did we want to go see a fertility
specialist. He was SURE that he wasn’t able to have kids, and I had irregular periods so
ovulation was difficult to pinpoint. While we weren’t trying, we weren’t preventing it from
happening either, for at least two and a half years! I had tried different things.. with no success.
I finally talked to my other half and asked him if he’d be willing to take the
Fertilaid+supplements line for men (Fertilaid, Motility boost, and Count Boost) if I took the
fertilaid plus supplements line for women (Ovaboost, Fertilaid, and FertileCM) and he agreed.
This was the last shot we planned on giving this. We ordered a two months supply in total and
only made it about halfway through the second bottle, then I missed my period!! We planned

to at least give it the three months the company recommends, but didn’t have to. I decided to
test, then test again.. faint lines.. then the next day I ordered some tests from amazon but
could NOT wait and ended up going to the drugstore to grab a couple digital tests!! They all
came back positive to our surprise!! We were finally able to see our little bundle of joy on the
ultrasound, and we were given a due date of 3/12/2020!! I never write reviews, but I know how
frustrating this baby making process can be, and I told my fiancé if this works, it most certainly
deserves a review. Not sure if this is what really did it for us. We changed our diets and lost
weight around the same time as taking these. Don’t lose hope! We almost did, but where
would we be now? Good luck and baby dust to all!

5.0 out of 5 stars It worked for us!
Reviewed in the United States on November 19, 2018
Verified Purchase
My wife and I tried to conceive for 13 months and nothing. She was so heartbroken. She
thought that she was infertile but in the back of mind I thought it was me. We were even
looking into to IVF. A close friend recommended fertilaid. I started taking this and the wife was
taking the female version and 3 months later we found out she was pregnant. We are going to
the hospital on Dec 3rd and I will finally get to meet my son! Give it a shot, eat healthy (a lot of
leafy greens, salmon and mixed nuts) and exercise.

5.0 out of 5 stars They really work!
Reviewed in the United States on July 19, 2018
Verified Purchase
I have been with my boyfriend for 4 years. We’ve been trying to conceive for almost 2 years.
We bought the pills and received them on June 2, 2018 and he started taking them Sunday 3,
2018. He took the pillls faithfully and than we tried again on July 1, 2018. By July 16, 2018 I
found out I was 5 weeks pregnant. It has been six years since I had my first child and now I’m
excited to be having my second child/his first. I recommend this first to all couples struggling to
conceive. These pills are the truth!

5.0 out of 5 stars ... hard time with pregnant… Before the fertility doctor who recommend
this to us， we tried more than 5 years ...
Reviewed in the United States on October 6, 2018
Verified Purchase
We had a hard time with pregnant… Before the fertility doctor who recommend this to us， we
tried more than 5 years but never success without any reason. We tried IUI，IVF，and IVF with

donor eggs…All unsuccessful！ We didn't even expect to be parents by taking the FertilAid…
HOWEVER，it happened this May！ I got pregnant without any medical treatment
procedures！

5.0 out of 5 stars MIRACLE HAPPENS!
Reviewed in the United States on April 24, 2018
Verified Purchase
I wana write this review for 2 reason, first this thing works, secondly, I am not selfish to keep
this fact to myself. We started taking all the three count boost, fertilaid and mortilty boost
together. Our Doctors sheer denied that these things ever works so he suggested us to go for
other options like IVF. We are still in our early thirties so thought we can give it a try for three
months and it actually worked. My count drastically improved from 1.1Million to 23Million. I
must say it wasn't just these meds but also prayers, Jesus is a healer and our savior, He is an
absolute living God who happens to listen your prayers. Be faithful, be hopeful. God bless you.
This is not my review but my testimony.

5.0 out of 5 stars We used this same product when we conceived our daughter.
Reviewed in the United States on October 10, 2017
Verified Purchase
We used this same product when we conceived our daughter after many months of trying. We
conceived her within the first cycle of using this product. It’s not the cure all to infertility but I
can’t say it didn’t help. Hoping it works this time around too. UPDATE: pregnant again after the
first cycle of using this again!

5.0 out of 5 stars Five Stars
Reviewed in the United States on September 4, 2016
Verified Purchase
This has helped increase motility 3x what I saw just one month after taking it!!! (Was 11%, now
33%!)

